CONSULTATION MANAGER
in the ENERGY SECTOR

AGL is one of Australia’s leading integrated energy companies and largest ASX listed
owner, operator and developer of renewable energy generation in the country. Key works
include the $570m Diamantina Power Station, the 7-year $795m Camden Gas Project,
and the Hunter Gas Project - the decommissioning of gas wells and seismic monitoring
bores in a thriving tourism district.
Acciona is a world leader in renewable energy and infrastructure. CM is used to manage
risk and measure KPIs to ensure on-time and within budget project delivery. Information is
shared accurately across remote teams and contractors on projects such as the $147m
Gunning Wind Farm.
Energex owns and operates the electricity distribution network in South East Queensland.
CM is used as a risk mitigation tool by teams and contractors, managing data across
infrastructure and maintenance works. Projects include the sensitive 110kV, 23km
Kingston to Jimboomba network upgrade project.
Trustpower is a renewable energy generator and electricity retailer with 34 power stations
throughout New Zealand. CM is used to manage community consultation activities,
building stakeholder confidence across sensitive projects. These include the 109-turbine
Rye Park Wind Farm and the $700m Sanderston Wind Farm.
Transgrid manages New South Wales’ high voltage electricity transmission network.
CM provides a comprehensive record of confidential government liaison, stakeholder
interactions, and media activity. CM also manages community partnerships, tracking
applications and sponsorship budgets. Recent projects include the 123kV Manildra to
Parkes high capacity transmission line.
Hydro Tasmania is Australia’s largest producer of renewable energy and an innovator in
renewable energy technologies. CM is used to maintain positive relations with numerous
stakeholders in government, media and the community on projects including the
56-turbine, $394m Musselroe Wind Farm.
The Department Mines and Energy administers and regulates energy tenure and energy
activities in the Northern Territory. CM is used to maintain positive community sentiment
about major policy initiatives, like the Hydraulic
Fracturing Inquiry, which received hundreds of public
submissions.

